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Who can take the course? Any Ready-Mixed Concrete Truck Driver
Who does the Certification belong to? The certification is given to the driver
How long is the Certification good for? Five Years
Is there a minimum number of hours for the driver pre-qualification? Yes – 1000 hours
of experience without any moving violations or at fault accidents for the past 12 months
before the driver can be certified. The driver will need to submit a pledge form attesting
to their safe and clean driving record and promising to remain drug and alcohol free
when on duty.
Who verifies the number of hours? The driver's employer signs the pledge form.
Can a company have their own in-house trainers? No but they can certainly accompany
their drivers through their course to complement some of the learning skills with
examples from past history of their business.
What resource material is available? The majority of the materials are presented in
detail in the online program with supplemental reading materials downloadable from
the site.
Is there an examination? Yes. There's a written exam at the end of each module plus a
virtual vehicle walk around exam.
How long is the course? The 5 modules take 11 hours to complete.
How do drivers access the course? By registering on our site. Once payment is
confirmed, an access key is provided to the driver with a link to the training site.
Why should my driver be certified? It offers excellent training and support to your
employees and certification of their chosen profession as a CDP. In some instances it
may mean reduced insurance premiums for your business.
Who controls the examinations? The exams are contained within the program and
graded automatically upon completion. Concrete Alberta will maintain copy of the final
driver's pledge and a list of certified drivers.
Is this program mandatory part of membership? No, it is voluntary
Is there an ID card? There is a wallet card issued with the final certificate.
What is the cost? $250.00/student for member company employees and $350/student
for non-member company drivers.

